Columnar inclined single core swing gate

SZAT-B8017

Product Features
 It has the function of self inspection and alarm, which is convenient for the user to maintain and
use.Automatic counting indicating passenger’s number.
 The operating state of the programmable equipment through the built-in small press disk on the
main control board.
 The mechanical structure of anti pinch, anti bump function, in the difficult process of the swing
arm in the reset, within the prescribed period of time the motor stop working automatically, the
default delay again after reset (until reset), and the intensity is very small (less than 2Kg).
 When the switching signal is not received, the swing arm is automatically locked.
 The swing arm is synchronously adjustable (for the double pendulum situation).
 With the automatic reset function, after the opening, the system will automatically cancel the
permission of the user when it is not passed in the prescribed time.
 Adjustable normally opened or normally closed to meet the requirements of different sites..
 Can be connected with a variety of card reading equipment to receive relay switch signal work.
 One way and two way pendulum function, one way or two direction control personnel can get
in and out
 .Remote control and management can be realized directly through the management computer.
 Time delay automatic reset, the standard is automatically reset 5 seconds after opening

 swing arm automatic open when power off and closed automatically when power on, comply
with fire safety requirements.
 Sound (light) alarm function, including the illegal intrusion of the alarm, (reverse entry into the
shutter) etc.
 Counting function (optional).
 Anti clamp function (bridge type 4 pairs of infrared optional).
 Accurate logical judgment, infrared reset function (4 or 6 pairs of infrared).
 Voice output, humanized prompts for correct passage (optional).
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Product data
Model No.

SZAT-B8017

Power voltage

AC220V±10% 50HZ

Drive voltage

AC12V+AC18V

Operation condition

-30℃-70℃

Relative humidity

<95% None-condensation

Input signal

12v DC level or 12v pulse>100ms

Working current

<2000Ma

Length of swing arm

500-600mm

Open angle

90º

Pass speed

Less than 30 person/minutes

Structure

Frame or 304 stainless steel cover

Open direction

Single and double(optional)

Install place

Outdoor and indoor

IP degree

IP43

Width of passage

≤1200mm

Opening or close time

1-2s

Time required to enter the state
after power supply

3 seconds

Automatic reset time after failure

10 seconds

Commnication interface

RS485 standard electric appliance,communication
distance≤1200mts (access control)

Swing arm drive angle

180º

Product size

1200(L)*280(W)*980(H)mm

Gross weight

70kg

Product size

Function display

Application spots:
It is widely used in government buildings, star hotels, bank financial institutions, airports, subway,
customs, express bus, Intelligent Building and other lines of entrance.

Access control system (can be optional)

Trade terms & details
Place of Origin
Brand Name
Certification
Price
Minimum Order Quantity
Packing
Delivery Time
Payment Terms
Supply Ability

China
AT
ISO9001 CE ROHS FCC etc
Negotiable
1 unit
Export wooden cases gross weight:70kgs
5 working days
T/T , Western Union , L/C
Packing
2000 pcs/month

Packing

Standard production flow

Can be customized

